Pars Garma Construction & Industrial Co. , by his experiences, is active in various sectors of
civil engineering such as construction of dikes and dams, execution of irrigation and drainage,
road construction, bridge construction, drilling and tunnel construction, heavy construction
built of concrete and metal, the construction of social housing, and design and construction of
production plants. This company serving specialized human resources and experienced, is able
to take part in reconstruction projects, renovation and economic development in Iran and also
in the export of technical expertise and engineering to countries foreigners.The great potential
of human resources and also the means of society in terms of machinery and equipment are
responsible for carrying out various projects in various sectors, which are made successfully and
with good quality in the fastest time. The exemplary commitment of the company to deliver the
highest quality in project implementation is the assurance of a prestigious image of our company
with the owners.Pars Garma Construction & Industrial Co., as part of the implementation of
infrastructure projects, is working with the ministry of energy, the oil ministry, the ministry of
roads and transport, the ministry of Housing and Urban Development, the mayor of Tehran, the
Organization of Social Security and other public and private organizations throughout Iran.
Pars Garma Construction & Industrial Co. benefits of a grade of competence and ability as a
contractor in the disciplines of civil engineering, grade established by the Department of planning
and strategic control of the Presidency of the Republic of Iran, in the following order:
Grade 1 in the water sector
Grade 1 in the roads and transport sector
Grade 1 in the building sector
Grade 1 in the facilities and equipment sector
Grade 1 in the Industry and Mine sector
Given the valuable experience of the company, potential project implementation, equipment and
machines appropriate and good financial ability of the company, it is able to accomplish with the
highest quality the EPC projects at national level and internationally, and where appropriate, in
partnership with Iranian and foreign companies. Pars Garma Construction & Industrial Co. , has
obtained by the year 2003, certificates of IMS with integrated management of the German DQS
in the following order:
Quality management system ISO 9001: 2008
Environmental management system ISO 14001: 2007
Management system of safety and professional health OHSAS 18001: 2007
System of risk management and financial resources RF 9000: 2003
Relationship management system and monitoring of customer complaints DIN ISO 10002: 2005
EFQM Excellence Model and the Diploma of Excellence 4 stars.
Pars Garma Construction & Industrial Co., using the skills above, is active in the following
areas:
1 - Construction of dikes and dams, implementation of irrigation and drainage
2 - Construction of roads
3 - Construction of bridges
4 - Drilling and construction of the tunnel
5 - Construction of concrete and metal buildings
6 - Construction of social housing and residential complexes

Discharge in concrete of the tank dam of Sivand

Pars Garma Construction & Industrial Co.
Construction of dikes and dams, execution of irrigation and drainage networks
The group winning the Grade 1 proficiency in the discipline of the dams and dependent
facilities, managed to conclude several major contracts with the ministry of energy, to the
implementation of the water diversion tunnels in concrete and soil.

The tank dam of Sivand

Construction of dikes and dams, execution of irrigation and drainage networks
Subject: Construction of the tank dam and dependent facilities of Sivand
Place of execution: Province of Fars, PKM 80 north of Shiraz
Client: Ministry of Energy, Regional Water Organization of Fars
Consultant: Consulting engineers Sakkou
Description: Sivand Tank Dam is located at a distance of 80 km northeast of Shiraz, from 14 km
northwest of Saadat Shahr, in the province of Fars. The project includes a dam embankment with
clay core and rock fill with a tank capacity of 255 million cubic meters with an arch length of
600 meters, 10 meters wide and up to 57 meters with the construction of withholding water up to
the height of 33 meters and an irrigation tunnel length of 354 meters and 3.5 meters in diameter
with a discharge concrete in the form of a horseshoe to the length of 246 meters and the fall of
40 meters in width and flow rate of 6000 cubic meters per second and over 3.5 km of tunnel and
gallery providing access and injection. These parts are built despite the alluvial layers, and the
total length of 90 km to the curtain retaining water under the dam, confirming the Sivand Dam as
one of the most exclusive blocks of its kind which is placed in service now.

Construction of dikes and dams, execution of
irrigation and drainage networks
Subject: Construction of the diversion dam Djaguine
Place of execution: Hormozgan Province, a distance of 40 Km from the port of Jask
Client: Ministry of Energy, Regional Water Organization of Hormozgan
Consultant: Consulting engineers Yekom
Description: Located at a distance of 40 Km from the port of Jask, excavation of 3 million cubic
meters and embankment of .3 million cubic meters, concrete slabs and retaining channels with
a volume of 105 thousand cubic meters, bridge construction passage of vehicles reinforced by
concrete with two lines crossing at the top of the arch and the derivation of the main road JaskTchabahar to the bridge above, construction of the canal water transfer with a capacity of 4 cubic
meters per second and length of 5831 meters. Financing of this contract is made by the Islamic
Development Bank (IDB), in order of 85% in riyals and 15% in currency. The project is awarded
through an international tender with the participation of 14 companies. This project is already
completed and the dam is operational.

Construction of dikes and dams, execution of irrigation and drainage networks
Subject: Construction of the tank dam of Herat and dependent facilities
Place of execution: City of Herat, Province of Yazd
Client: Ministry of Energy, Regional Water Organization of Yazd
Consultant: Soil Research Consultant Company of Mehr Ab
Description: Construction of the tank dam, the body vertical clay core with a volume of 2,000,000
cubic meters, construction of water diversion system by culverts 3.5 * 3.4 meters to 600 meters
long, the through a discharge of 16,500 cubic meters of concrete, construction of the gallery of
injection to the length of 560 meters and implementing the water line of 13 km and the project of
withholding water from the length of 15 km.

Construction of dikes and dams, execution of
irrigation and drainage networks

Construction of dikes and dams, execution of
irrigation and drainage networks

Subject: Construction of irrigation and drainage network in Arsanjan et des dependant installations
Place of execution: Province of Fars
Client: Ministry of Energy, Regional Water Organization of Fars
Consultant: Consulting engineers Sakkou

Subject: Water retention and the gallery of the pipe water around the main channel of Arsanjani
Place of execution: Sivand, Fars province
Client: Ministry of Energy, Regional Water Organization of Fars
Consultant: Consulting engineers Sakkou

Description: Installation operations of tube network, first grade in the center and in the left
with GRP tubes. Installation operations of tube network, second grade in the center and in the
left with polyethylene tubes. Construction of pools and faucets for evacuation of water and air,
execution of drainage network in surface, first and second grade, with the all technical builds
and works.

Description: The construction of the water pool and the gallery to the length of 3 km with a
volume of excavation and embankment of 1,000,000 cubic meters and 30,000 cubic meters of
concrete and rebar to the order of 3000 tons

Construction of dikes and dams, execution of
irrigation and drainage networks

Construction of dikes and dams, execution of
irrigation and drainage networks

Subject: The construction of the third lot of the main channel of Dasht-e Azadegan (AMC)
Place of execution: Province of Khuzistan, road crossing Hamidieh-Soussanguerd
Client: Ministry of Energy Organization, Regional Water and Electricity Khuzistan
Consultant: Consulting engineers Mahab Quds

Subject: Construction of second lot of the main channel of Dasht-e Azadegan (AMC(
Place of execution: Khuzistan Province, the city of Ahvaz
Client: Ministry of Energy, Regional Organization of Water and Electricity of Khuzistan
Consultant: Consulting engineers Mahab Quds

Description: The construction of the third batch of the main channel of Dasht-e Azadegan and
technical builds to the length of 8 km, with the open channel section trapezoid and the fulfillment
of 2.5 million cubic meters of excavation and 1.900.000 cubic meters of embankment.

Description: Construction of second batch of the main channel of Dasht-e Azadegan to the
length of 5 km and the first part of the channel MCI from the point of distribution of water
crossing the road Hamidieh-Soussanguerd, the length of 812 meters and the fulfillment of 2.3
million cubic meters of operations excavation and embankment.

Construction of dikes and dams, execution of
irrigation and drainage networks

Construction of dikes and dams, execution of
irrigation and drainage networks

Other projects:
- Water pipes project to transfer water to Simindasht Garmsar to the length of 12 kmClient: Regional Water Organization in Tehran
- Lines open canals Baroutkoobi located in Shahr Rey
- Construction of the frame flow control Hoofel-Nissan, including the execution of operations
of the dam and drilling, located in the province of Khuzistan, Shoshtar city.
- Tunnel water diversion dam on the Salman Farsi to the length of 280 meters with 12 meters
in diameter located in the province of Fars.
- Construction of the diversion tunnel and removal of stones in the place of discharge from the
dam Ghareh Aghatch located in the province of Esfahan, a city Samirom.

Subject: Construction of water lines C25 and C24 and the drainage MD2, the project network
Alborz
Place of execution: Province of Mazandaran, Ghaem Shahr city
Client: Limited company’s regional water Mazandaran
Consultant: Consulting engineers Mahab Quds
Description: The construction of two sets of pipes and flume cut trapezoid to the length of 41 km
of pipes and drainage section trapezoid to the length of 15 km and construction of 60 technical
builds in the project.

Bafgh-Yazd Highway

Road Construction
Executive experience and work history of the company are widely recognized in the industry.
The company benefits first grade of competence and ability as a contractor in the discipline
«road transport», the grade established by the Department of planning and strategic control of
the Presidency of the Republic of Iran. The company has already implemented several projects
and many others are running.

Dasht-e Room à Babameydan

Road Construction
Subject: The construction of the main road Dasht-e Room Babameydan (lots 1,2,3 and 4.)
Place of execution: Kohkylouyeh Boyerahmad Province, Yassouj
Client: Ministry of Roads and Transport
Consultant: Consulting engineers Pars
Description: The construction of the main road to the length of 49 km in a place that is
considered one of the most difficult mountain to travel in Iran, with the construction of eight
tunnels (total length of 3888 meters) and 133 bridges (total length of 4243 meters), two bands
crossing a width of 13 meters.

Road Construction

Road Construction

Subject: The enlargement of the urban axis of Ghartchak-Varamin, Executive Operations to
build eight bands passages
Place of execution: Province of Tehran, Rey-axis Varamin
Client: General Directorate of Roads and Transportation of the Province of Tehran
Consultant: Consulting engineers Passare
Description: Operations of renovation, expansion and construction of the road-Rey-Ghartchak
Varamin, 28 km long, with the operations of excavation and embankment of 1,600,000 cubic
meters, construction of 100 bridges and water pipes and the excavation of asphalt to the order
of 377,000 tons

Subject: The construction of the third lot of highway-Mehr Lamard
Place of execution: Province of Fars, Mehr-Lamard-Parsian Refinery
Client: Engineering and Development Company of gas of Iran
Consultant: Consulting engineers Harazrah and Consulting engineers Tarh-e Noandishan
Description: The construction and road widening Lamard-Mehr, with the approximate
length of 40 km in two lanes including excavation and embankment of 1,200,000 cubic
meters, the construction of 105 bridges and technical builds and water pipes, construction of
large bridge in front of the polyhedron Parsian refinery, and delivery of asphalt to the order
of 133,000 tons.

Road Construction

Road Construction

Subject: Construction of replaced road of the dam Mamloo toward the Shahid Babaei,
Partchine highway
Place of execution: Province of Tehran
Client: Ministry of Energy
Consultant: Consulting engineers Omran Iran
Description: Modification and diversion of Shahid Babaei, Partchine highway to the length of
8 km to the length of 7.2 km and construction of the tunnel with the entry of 13 meters, length
800 meters, with the operations of excavation and embankment of 2,100,000 cubic meters of
asphalt and execution to the order of 25,000 tons

Subject: Construction of second lot of the second lane of the Bafgh-Yazd highway
Place of execution: Yazd Province, between the Fahraj village and railway crossing
Client: General Direction of Roads and Transportation of the Province of Yazd
Consultant: Consulting engineers Tarh Afarinan Pars
Description: Construction of second lot, to the length of 40 km, with the operations of execution
and embankment of 1,000,000 cubic meters of asphalt and excavation to the order of 200,000
tons.

Jajrood -Pardis Roodehen

Road Construction
Other projects:
- Construction of the tunnel Shahid Babaei-Partchine, Tehran Province
- Enlargement and renovation of the axis-Roodehene Djajrood-Pardis, Tehran Province
- Enlargement and renovation of the road Makhsous Karaj and the underpass of the company
Pars Khodro
- Construction of the upper deck Bazyaft, Tehran Province
- Construction of one part of Highway Shahid Sayyad Shirazi in the north of Tehran City
- Design and construction of safety fences and ramps of the Darabad highway in Tehran.
In addition to the above projects, the construction of production plants of gravel and sand,
asphalt production and good quality concrete in places near the capital, have been instrumental
in promoting the competitiveness of company among the companies in the construction of roads.

Main road of Dasht-e Room Babameydan
(Pol-Sefid Built in a height of 60 meters)

Bridge construction
Given the grade 1 of the competence and suitability as a contractor in the discipline «road and
transportation», the company was brilliant in the execution of construction projects of highways,
bridges and heavy buildings.

Bazyaft upper deck in concrete

Bridge construction
Pars Garma Construction & Industrial Co.
-Construction of 133 bridges in the total length of 4243 meters in the project of Dasht-e Room
Babameydan
-Enlargement of eight bridges in the project Djajrood-Pardis-Roodehene, and resolve issue of
congestion in the region
-Construction of two bridges below the road to the length of 32 meters and 140 bridges to the
water line length of approximately 700 meters in the Mehr -Lamard project
-Construction of the bridges above the road Bazyaft, Abali Road, Lashgarak and Tirtelo
-Construction of concrete and metal bridge Moghan-Mojdeh, Highway Shahid Sayyad Shirazi-e
to the length of 250 meters
-Construction of concrete and metal bridge for access to local defense industries Highway
Shahid Sayyad Shirazi-e to the length of 150 meters

Gallery Sivand dam reservoir

Drilling and tunnel
Executive experience and work history of the company are widely recognized in the industry.
The company benefits first grade of competence and ability as an entrepreneur in this field.
The company has already implemented several projects and many others are running.

Main road of Dasht-e Room Babameydan

Drilling and tunnel
-Construction of the tunnel for agricultural irrigation to the length of 354 meters with 3.5 meters
diameter in the tank dam project of Sivand and injection into the alluvial layers up to 160 meters
-Construction of eight tunnels with the length of 3888 meters in the Dasht-e Room Babameydan
project main road. Construction of the diversion tunnel on the Salman Farsi dam, the length of
280 meters and 12 meters diameter, in addition to the injections required and the construction of
the hydro system of the tunnel
-Construction of the tunnel of replacement road of Mamloo dam, on Shahid Babaei, Partchine
highway.

Commercial and administrative center and Multi-Storey
of Behjatabad

Large concrete and metal structures
The resources of the company in terms of experienced engineers and machinery and equipment
in the construction filed, offered the first grade of competency and ability as a contractor in
this area.
-Executive operations of the foundation and exterior of buildings and manufacturing facilities
fairs and boat repair, boats industries complex.
-Execution of buildings and all electrical and mechanical installations for the manufacture of
MDF
-Construction of delta air conditioning systems of thermal power Shazand
-Fabrication and installation of 300 tons of the metal structures of the towers of the e-Taavoni
Maskan (House Cooperation of Medical college ) in Darabad (Teheran)
-Fabrication and installation of 800 tons of metal skeleton, Kossar towers.

Complex of boats industries complex.

Large concrete and metal structures
Subject: Construction of the hospital (96 bed) in Shahreza (Amiralmoemenine)
Place of execution: Province of Esfahan, Shahreza
Owner: Social Security
Consultant: Khane Sazi-e Iran Company
Description: Execution of buildings and all mechanical and electrical installations of the
hospital bed 96 Shahreza belonging to Social Security, which is currently operating in two
floors with an area of3000 square meters.

Large concrete structures and metal
Subject: Project of Commercial and administrative center and Multi-Storey of Behjatabad
Place of execution: Province of Tehran, cross-Hafiz Karimkhan
Client: Municipality of Tehran, Organization of Tehran Civil Engineering
Consultant: Consulting engineers Atavai
Description: Construction of Commercial and administrative center and Multi-Storey with
a volume of 20,000 cubic meters of concrete, with a beautiful facade adding to the beautiful
view of the surroundings. The area of the building is 23,000 square meters with 10 floors of
parking and six floors for offices.

Kossar residential complex in Tehran

Construction of social housing and residential complexes
Having the highest degree of competence of contractor in the construction of housing and
residential complexes, gave rise to run a number of projects in this sector.

Safaiieh residential complex in Yazd

Construction of social housing and residential complexes
Residential complexes and public housing run in the province of Yazd:
Residential projects with 33,170, 288, and 600 residential units in various districts of the Yazd
city with a total area of 70,000 square meters. Completed projects and issued.

Construction of social housing and residential complexes
Residential complexes and housing executed in Tehran Province:
-Kossar residential complex in Tehran, including the first seven blocks in 16 floors with
an area of 70,000 square meters, in addition to the execution of mechanical and electrical
installations and fence and the green space; This project is completed and delivered.
-Residential Complex of Defense industry Organization to the number of 6000 units,
located at the west, north and south of Tehran with 10 blocks and 14 floors in addition to the
execution of mechanical and electrical installations and fence and green space and sewer
system. This project is completed and delivered.
-Saba Tower Residential based in Tehran (district22) comprising 132 units in 20 floors with
an area of 28,000 square meters, in addition to the execution of mechanical and electrical
installations and fence and green space. This project is not completed.

Machinery and equipment

Construction of social housing residential complexes
Residential complexes and public housing run in the province of Yazd:
Residential projects of 33.170, 288, and 600 residential units in various districts of the city
Yazd with a total area of 70,000 square meters, completed projects and issued.
Subject: Construction of 101 villas
Place of execution: Province of Sistan va Baluchistan (Konarak-Tchabahar)
Client: Maritime army of the Islamic Republic of Iran
Consultant: Engineering consultants Fardano
Description: Execution of building operations and mechanical and electrical installations of
101 villas with an area of 250,000 square meters, in addition to running the fence and green
space with an area of 55,000 square meters.

Pars Garma Construction & Industrial Co.
Multiple machines and equipment of the company,
gave it the ability to execute projects on time and
good management for distribution of machines in
the various projects, prevent any delay in execution.

Machinery and equipment
Bulldozer, Loader, Grader, Roller and Excavator
83
Truck, Dump Truck, Trailer Thriller
52
Cement bunkers, water tanks and fuel
32
Transfer pump concrete, Track Concrete Shotcrete
45
Crane Lift Rack, Tower Crane, Tractor
28
Drilling machines: Jumbo, Wagon Drill, Anfo
14
Asphalt plant, crusher plant Batching machine, compressor, and generator 67
Light vehicles (Truck, Ambulance, car)
69
Total 						
390

